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1|	IDENTIFICATION	&	CONSTRUCTION	OF	THE	TERMS	
• COURT’S APPROACH IN IDENTIFICATION: The courts favour an objective object in identifying the terms. The courts look at the actual 

language of the written contract. The question is what, by words or conduct, of one party would have led a reasonable person in the position of the 
other party to believe (Toll v Alphapharm) 

Category of Terms Law 
(a) Identification of 
Express Terms 

Written Terms and Signature 
TEST: As soon as someone affixes a signature to a contract, there is a presumption that they are bound by the contract 
(L’Estrange v Graucob)  

o F: Immaterial if the party has not read nor understood the document.  
• EXCEPTION IF MISREPRESENTATION: Effect of signature is negated in cases 1) of innocent or fraudulent 

misrepresentation, 2) mistake or 3) where the document cannot be reasonably considered a contractual document as it has 
another function (Curtis v Chemical Cleaning & Dyeing)  

o F: [Exemption clause in receipt]. Any behaviour, by word or conduct, is sufficient to be a misrepresentation if it is 
such as to mislead the other party, such as presenting a contractual document as a receipt. 

Unsigned Document by Terms Incorporated by Notice 
(a) Timing  
TEST: The terms must be available at the time of entry into the contract (Fay v Oceanic Sun) 

• IF EXEMPTION CLAUSE: Whether an exemption clause is contained in a ticket or other place intended by the carrier to 
contain the terms of carriage, the carrier cannot rely on the clause unless at the time of the contract, they did all that was 
reasonably necessary to bring notice of this exemption clause (Fay v Oceanic Sun) 

o F: Traditional contract of carriage from MacRobertson distinguished – the ticket could not be an offer of carriage 
and the acceptance of future clauses that will bind them (as per upon the exchange order). Ticket here, was the 
acceptance. Reasonable notice – mere statement in the carrier’s brochure did not constitute as reasonable notice. 

(b) Knowledge or Reasonable Notice 
TEST: A party will be bound by delivered or displayed terms if he or she has either knowledge (actual knowledge or knowledge 
that the document contains contractual terms) or reasonable notice of the terms (Thornton v Shoe Lane Parking) 

• Without fresh consideration, further terms and conditions cannot be imposed by the unilateral action of one contracting 
party (Baltic Shipping Co) 

o F: [Ticket that said “subject to T’s and C’s]. Distinguishing fact is the automatic ticket machine where Thornton could 
not refuse the ticket or get money back – the acceptance takes place when he puts his money in the slot, and not 
bound by the terms on the ticket because came far too late, let alone bound by the T’s and C’s. Shoe Lane Parking 
would need to prove that Thornton “knew or believed that the writing contained conditions” (Thornton v Shoe Lane) 

• IF UNUSUAL TERMS: Passengers are entitled to take the view that their ticket would have no unusual provisions. The 
more unusual the terms are, the more notice is required to fulfil the reasonable notice criteria (Baltic Shipping Co) 

o F: [Cruise passenger. Received ticket upon payment of balance]. Passenger had no opportunity to agree to the T’s 


